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ON ALGEBRA WITH UNIVERSAL FINITE MODULE
OF DIFFERENTIALS
NORIO YAMAUCHI

Let k be a field and A a noetherian ^-algebra. In this note, we shall
study the universal finite module of differentials of A over k, which is
denoted by Dk{A). When the characteristic of k is zero, detailed results
have been obtained by Scheja and Storch [8]. So we shall treat the positive characteristic case. In § 1, we shall study differential modules of a
local ring over subfields. We obtain a criterion of regularity (Theorem
(1.14)). In § 2, we shall study the formal fibres and regular locus of A
with Dh(A). Our main result is Theorem (2.1) which shows that, if Dk(A)
exists, then A is a universally catenary G-ring under a certain assumption. In the local case, this is a generalization of Matsumura's theorem
([5] Theorem 15), where regularity of A is assumed.
Throughout this note, rings are commutative with unit element. We
freely use the notation and the terminology in [2].
§ 0. Preliminaries
First we summarize generalities of universal finite module of differentials. For the detail, see [8].
Let A be a ring and M an A-module. We say that M i s a prefinite
A-module if the following condition is satisfied:
For any non-zero element m of M, there is a finite A-module N and
an A-linear map f:M-*N such that f(m) ^= 0.
M is a prefinite A-module if and only if it is a submodule of a direct
product of finite A-modules.
For an A-module M, we put K = {m e M\ for any finite A-module N
and any A-linear map /: M-> N, f(m) = 0} and M = M/K. Let p:M-+M
be the natural surjection.
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(0.1). Let the notation be as above. Then:
(1) M is a prefinite A-module.
(2) If N is a prefinite A-module, then there is a natural isomorphism
of A-modules:
Hom^ (M, N) ~ Hom^ (M, N).
(3) If f:M->N
is a homomorphism of A-modules, then there is a
unique A-linear map f:M->Nsuch
thatp'of = fop wherep' is the natural
surjectίon N-+N. Thus M*-±M is a covariant functor from the category
of A-modules into the category of prefinite A-modules.
PROPOSITION

Proof. Let N be an arbitrary prefinite A-module and let f:M-±N be
an A-homomorphism. Then it is easy to see that ker (/) z> K. The assertions follow from this fact.
Let H e a ring and A be a ^-algebra. Let D be an A-module and
d:A->D a ^-derivation. D is called the universal prefinite (resp. finite)
module of differentials of A over k if the following conditions are satisfied
<cf. [8]):
(1) D is a prefinite (resp. finite) A-module and D = AdA,
(2) for any prefinite (resp. finite) A-module M and ^-derivation δ: A
-^M there is a unique A-linear map / : D - > M such that δ = fod. (i.e.
Der, (A, M) ~ Hom^ (D, M).)
(0.2). Let k be a ring and A a k-algebra. Then:
(1) The universal prefinite module of differentials of A over k exists
and is unique up to isomorphism.
(2) The universal finite module of differentials of A over k exists if
and only if the universal prefinite module of differentials of A over k is a
finite A-module.
PROPOSITION

Proof. (1) Let ΩA/k be the usual module of differentials
D == ΩA/1c.

and put

Then D is the universal prefinite module of differentials by

(0.1).
(2) The "if" part is obvious by the definition, while the "only if"
part is easy since any prefinite module can be embedded into a direct
product of finite modules, (cf. [8] (1.1).)
We denote by Dk(A) the universal finite module of differentials of A
over k. The canonical derivation d:A-^Dk(A)
is called the universal
finite ^-derivation of A.
PROPOSITION

Dk{A).

Then:

(0.3). Let k be a ring and A a noetherian k-algebra with
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(1) // m is a maximal ideal of A, Dk(Am) exists and Dk(Am) ~ Dk(A)m
(2) If A is a local ring, Dk(A) exists and Dk(A) ~ Dk(A) <8)A A where
A denotes the completion of A.
Proof. See [8] (1.8) and (1.6).
PROPOSITION

(0.4). Let k, A and B be noetherian rings and k

>A

> B be homomorphisms of rings. Then:
(1) If Dk(B) exists, so does DA(B).
(2) Assume that any prefinite B-module is also a prefinite A-module.
Then, when Dk(A) and Dk(B) exist, there is an exact sequence of natural
homomorphisms of B-modules:
(* )

Dk(A) <g)A B ->Dk(B) -+ DA(B) -> 0 .

(3) If Dk(A) exists and g is surjective, then Dk(B) exists and we have
the following exact sequence of B-modules where 1 = ker(g):
(**)

I/P->Dk(A)®AB->Dk(B)-*0

.

Proof. (1) Trivial by (0.2).
(2) Let M be an arbitrary finite JB-module. Then we have the following exact sequence of natual homomorphisms:
0 -• Der^ (JB, M) -» Derfc (B, M) -> Der* (A, M).
By definition,
r^ (B, M) ~ Horn* (DA(B), M) and Derfc (B, M) ~ Horn* (Dk(B), M) .
Since I is a prefinite A-module by the assumption, DerΛ (A, M) ~
Hom^ (Dk(A), M) ^ Hom 5 (Dk(A) ®A B, M). Therefore the sequence
0 -> Horn* (DA(B), M) -> Hom 5 (Dk(B), M) -+ Horn* (Dk(A) ®A B, M)
is exact.

Thus (*) is exact.

(3) The existence of Dk(B) is obvious since ΩB/k is a homomorphic
image of ΩA/k. The exactness of (**) follows from the fact that for any
finite B-module M, the following sequence is exact:
0 -> Horn* (Dk(B), M) -> Horn* (Dk(A) ®A B, M) -> Horn* ((//72, M) .
Remark.

The assumption of (2) is satisfied in the following cases:
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(a) A is a field, (b) g is a local homomorphism of noetherian local
rings, (cf. [8] (1.3)).
PROPOSITION

(0.5). Let k be a ring and A a noetherian k-algebra with

Dk(A). If B is
(1) a formal power series ring over A {in a finite number of variables)
or
(2) a finite A-algebra, then DJJS) exists.
Proof. Case (1). Put B = A[[Xl9 • ,X n ]]. Let dB/k:B->D
be the
universal prefinite ^-derivation. Since D can be embedded into a direct
product of finite B-modules and I — (Xί9
, Xn)B C rad(J3), D is separated
in I-adic topology. Thus D = ΣaeABdB/k(a) + Y.iBd^Xi.
Moreover D
is a prefinite A-module because for any finite B-module M and for any
v > 0, MjIvM is a finite A-module. Hence there is an A-linear map /: Dk(A)
-» D such that /© dA/k = dB/k © φ where dA/k is the universal finite A-derivation of A and φ: A -> B is the natural injection. Therefore D is generated
over B by Im (/) and dB/kXu
, dB/kXn. Hence D is a finite JB-module.
Case (2). Proof is similar to the case (1).
Remark. In the case (1), we have Dk(B) ~ (Dk(A) ®A B) φ (φ, BdΰQ,
because for any finite J5-module M,
Derfc (B, M) - Derfc (A, M) φ Horn* (® JBcίX,, M ) .
We now recall some results on extension of fields which are developed
in E. G. A. chapter OIV. Let k0 c k c K be fields. The kernel of the natural
map Ωk/kQ®kK-^Ωκ/kQ
is called the module of imperfection and is denoted
by Tκ/k/ko. When k0 is the prime field, Tκlklu is also denoted by Yκ/k. Let
L be an extension of K. Then we have the following exact sequence:
(***)

0

> Tκ/k/k0 ® *L

*ΓL/fc/fc0

> TL/κ/k0

> TLlκlk

>0 .

The module Tκ/k/ko ® X L will be also denoted by Γ| /β/fco . Obviously the following are equivalent:
(1) i; is surjective,
(ΐ); v is bijective,
(2) u = 09
(3) s is injective,
(3); s is bijective.
We say that k is ^-admissible for LjK if the conditions above are
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satisfied. When k0 is the prime field, we use the word "admissible" instead
of /^-admissible.
LEMMA (0.6) (E.G.A. (0.21.6.5)). Let koa kd k' c Ka La M be fields.
Then
(1) k' is ko-admissible for L/K if and only if k is ko-admissible for L/K
and kf is k-admissible for LjK.
(2) k is ko-admissible for MjK if and only if k is k-admissible for
MjL and L/K.

(0.7). Let ka K be fields and L a finitely generated extension
of K. Then ΩL/K and TL/K/Jc are finite L-module, and we have
LEMMA

rank^ ΩL/K — rank L TL/κ/k > tr. deg* L .
The equality holds if and only if k is admissible for LjK.
Proof is obvious by Cartier's equality (cf. E.G.A. (0.21.7.1)) and the
exact sequence (***).
Let if be a field and F = (ka)aeI a family of subfields of K. We say
that F is downward directed if the following condition is satisfied:
For any a9βel, there is some γ e I such that ka Π kβ Z> kr
(0.8) (E.G.A. (0.21.8.3)). Let koaK
be fields of characteristic
p>0.
Let (ka)ael be a downward directed family of subfields of K containing k0. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) n«ka(K») = ko(K»),
(b) if L is an extension of K with raxikLYL/κ/kQ < oo, then there is some
a el such that ka is ko-admissible for LjK,
(by for any xeK, there is some ael such that ka is k-admissible for
LEMMA

(c)

the canonical homomorphism Ωκ/ko —> lim Ωκ/ka is injective.

Remark. Let k0 and K be as above. Let B be a p-basis of K over k0
and {Ha} the family of finite subsets of B. Put Ba = B\Ha and ka =
ko(Kp)(Ba).
Then {ka} is a downward directed family of cofinite subfields of
K containing k0 which satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
(0.9). Suppose that (ka)aeI satisfies the conditions of the
lemma above. Then, if L is an extension of K with rank L TL/κ/ko < oo, we
have Γ)aK(Lp)
COROLLARY
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(0.10) ([2] (30.E)). Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and
(K)aei
downward directed family of subfields of k. Put k0 = Π « t Then
we have f|. K((Tl9
, Tr)) = ko((Tu . . . , Tr)).
LEMMA
a

§ 1. Differential modules of a local ring
Let (A, m) be a local ring containing a field A. Recall that k is called
a quasi-coefficient field of A if A/m is formally etale over k (cf. [4]).
(1.1). Let (A, m) be a local ring containing a field k. Then:
(1) If Aim is separable over k, there is a quasi-coefficient field of A
containing k. In particular A has a quasi-coefficient field,
(2) if k is a quasi-coefficient field of A, then there is a unique coefficient
field of A containing k,
(3) if k is a quasi-coefficient field of A and K is a coefficient field of
A containing k, then we have Ωχllc ~ ΩχjK.
LEMMA

Proof. (1) and (2) are proved in [4]. (3) is trivial by the following
exact sequence: 0 = Ωκ/1c (x)kA -> Ωχ,k —> Ωχ/K —> 0.
PROPOSITION (1.2). Let kaK
be fields and let A = K[[Xί9
,XJ].
Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Dk(A) exists,
(2) rank* £*/* < oo,
(3) ch(k) = 0 and tr. deg* K < oo, or ch(k) = p > 0 and [K: Kp(k)] <
oo. Furthermore, if Dk(A) exists, it is a free A-module of rank (n +
rank* Ωκ/k).

Proof is obvious by (0.4) and (0.5).
(1.3). Let A be a noetherian complete local ring, K a coefficient field of A and k a subfield of K. Then Dk(A) exists if and only if
rank* β*/fc < oo.
COROLLARY

(1.4). Let (A, m, K) be a noetherian local ring containing
a field k. Assume that
(1) for any cofinite subfield h! of k, Dk,(A) exists, and
(2) γankTκ/k < oo.
Then there is a subfield k'o of k and a quasi-coefficient field Ko of A containing k'o such that (1) and (2) continue to hold after replacing k by k'o and
such that DKo(A) exists.
PROPOSITION
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Proof. Case (1). ch (k) = 0. Since A has a quasi-coefficient field containing k by (1.1), the assertion follows from (0.4), (1).
Case (2). ch (k) = p > 0. Let B be a p-basis of k. By the condition
(2) there is a finite subset F of B such that K is separable over k'Q = ko(B')
where kQ is the prime field and Bf = B\F. So A has a quasi-coefficient
field Ko containing k'Q. Put &' = fc^) = kp(B'). Then Z^CA) exists because
[k:k'] < oo. Since we have Z)fci(A) = JD*/(A), the existence of DKo(A) follows from (0.4), (1). If kx is a cofinite subfield of ΛJ then [Jfep(*J): ife1^)] <
oo, hence [kik^kj] < oo and DkP(kl)(A) = Dkl(A) exists.
Let A be an integral domain and M an A-module. We put rank^ M
= rankQU)M(g)A Q(A), where Q(A) denotes the quotient field of A. We will
investigate the rank of differential module of a local domain.
PROPOSITION (1.5). Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0 and k a
subfield of K such that rank* Ωκ/1c < oo. Let A = K[[XU
, Xn]]y P a prime
ideal of A and R = AjP. Then there is a k-subalgebra Ro of R such that
Dk(R) ~ ΩR/Ro.

Proof. By the normalization theorem, there is a &-subalgebra Rt —
K[[T19
, Td]] of R such that R is a finite i? Γ algebra (d = dimi?). Put
p
Ro = k(K )[[T?,
,Tg]]. Then R is a finite i?0-algebra because rank* J2*/fc
< oo. So ΩR/Ro is a finite i?-module. Let N be an arbitrary finite Rmodule. Since N is separated in m^-adic topology (mR denotes the maximal
ideal of R) and Tt e mR9 any derivation of R into N over k vanishes on
i?0, hence we have HomΛ (Dk(R), N) - DerΛ (R, N) ~ Hom^ (β Λ/jBo , N). This
shows that Z>fe(i?) ^ -O^/^o by the universal mapping property of Dk(R).
Remark.

If [K: k] < oo, we can replace i?0 by k[[Tξ9 . . , T|]].

COROLLARY

(1.6). Lei M = Q(i?) and Mo = Q(R0).

Then we have

rank Λ Dk(R) = rank^ ΩM/M0 .
(1.7). Put Mι = Q(Rt). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Mo is admissible for M/Mu
(2) rank Λ Dk(R) = dim R + rank* Ωκ/k.
COROLLARY

Proof. Let B be a p-basis of K over A. Then B U {TΊ,
, Td} is a
p-basis of JRj over i?0 and hence we have r a n k ^ ΩMl/Mo — d + rank* Ωκ/k.
Consider the following exact sequence:

0 -• TM/Ml/Mo -> ΩMl/Mo ®Mx M - + ΩM/Mo -> ΩM/Ml -> 0 .
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Since we have [M:Mt] < oo, the condition (1) is equivalent to the following by (0.7):
( 1)'

rank^ x ΩMl/Mo = rank^ ΩM/Mo .

Clearly (1)' is equivalent to (2) by (1.6).
The following proposition is an analogy of E.G.A. (0.21.9.8).
(1.8). Let k, K and R be as in Proposition (1.5). Assume
moreover that τscnkκTκ/k<
oo. Then there is a cofinite sub field k' of k
which satisfies the following: for any cofinite sub field k" of kf, we have
PROPOSITION

rank Λ Dk,,(R) = dimJ? + rank x Ωκ/k,, .
Proof Let Rx = K[[Tί9
, Td]] (d = άimR) be a subring of R such
that R is a finite iValgebra, M = Q(R) and M, = Q(Rt). Let (ka)aeI be a
downward directed family of cofinite subfields of k with Π« K = kp. Since
rankr^ / f c < oo we have f^aka{Kp) = Kp by (0.9). We put Ma = ka(Kp)((T?,
.. , TD) for each a. Then we have by (0.10) fl. Ma = Kp((Tf,
, Y§) = (Mf).
Since M i s a finite extension of Mj we have xaxikYM/Mx < oo. Hence there
is some aβ I such that Ma is admissible for M\MX by (0.8). Moreover if
W is a cofinite subfield of ka, the field M" = ^//(ίΓί')((rf,
, 21)) is also
admissible for M/M, by (0.6), (1). This means by (1.7) that rankZV(2?)
= dimi? + rank-O^/fc//. Hence we can take this ka for kf.
(1.9). Let A be a noetherian local domain and k a subfield.
Assume that Dk(A) exists and that A is analytically unramified. Then, for
each P e Ass (Ά), we have vankA Dk(A) = ranki / P D f c (iί/P).
LEMMA

Proof. By (0.4), (3), we have the following exact sequence:
2

(PIP ) ®i κ(P) -> DK(A) ® iic{P) -> D*(iί/P) ® i/Pyc(P) -> 0 .
This shows that Dk(A) ® A/c(P) ~ Dk(A/P) ® i/PΛ:(P) because 4 is reduced
and so PAP = 0 and κ(P) — AP. Therefore we have
rank^ Dk(A) = rank Λ(P) Dk(A) ® Aκ(P) = r a n k i / P A ( ^ / P ) .
(1.10). Lei R be a noetherian local domain, K a quasi-coefficient field of R and k a subfield of K. Assume that
(1) for any cofinite subfield kx of k, Dkl(R) exists,
(2) rsinkκTκ/k < oo, and
(3) R is analytically unramified.
THEOREM
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Then there is a cofinite sub field h! of k which satisfies the following: for
any cofinίte sub field k" of h!, we have rank Λ Dk,,(R) = dimiϋ + τa.ΏkκΩκ/k,,.
Proof. Let K* be a coefficient field of R containing K. Then, if Kf
is a subfield of K, we have Y%*/κ, ~ Yκ*/K> and Ωκ/K, ®KK* ~ Ωκ*lκ,. In
particular we have rank^* Γx*/fc < oo. Next let kt be a cofinite subfield of
k and P e Ass (R) be such that dim (R/P) = dim R = dim R. Then we have
rank Λ Dkl(R) = rank^ /P Z) fcl (β/P) by (1.9). Therefore we get the assertion
by (1.8) with (k,K*,RIP) for (k,K,R).
COROLLARY (1.11). Under the assumption of the theorem, R is equidimensional and hence R is universally catenary.

Proof. Let Ass (R) — {Pu
, Pr). Then, by the theorem, there is a
cofinite subfield h! oik such that rank^ / P ί Dv(RjP^ = dimCR/P*) + r a n k ^ β ^ ,
for each i. This shows that dim (R/Pi) is independent on i because
rank Λ Dk,(R) = rank^ / P i Dk,(RIPi) by (1.9). The last assertion follows from
this and E.G.A. (IV. 7.1).
We now give a criterion of the regularity of a local ring with universal
finite module of differentials. We use the following lemma.
(1.12). Let (A, m) be a regular local ring and I an ideal of A.
Let a:(IIP)®AA/m-^(m/m2)®^
A/xn be the natural map. Then
(1) r a n k 4 / m l m ( α ) < h t l .
(2) The following are equivalent:
(a) Ajl is a regular local ring,
(b) a is injective,
(c) rank 4 / m Im (a) = ht /.
LEMMA

Proof. Note that Ajl is regular if and only if I is generated by a
subset of a regular system of parameters of A. The assertions follow from
this fact.
(1.13). Let kaK
be fields, A = K[[Xί9
, Xn]]9 I an
ideal of A such that I — V I and P e Spec (A) with P~D I. We put R —
A\I and p = P\I. Assume that Dk(R) exists and that we have
PROPOSITION

rankR/qDk(Rlq)

= dim (R/q) +

raήkκΩκ/k

for each q e Ass (R). Then:
(1) If Dk(R)p is a free Rp-module, Rp is a regular local ring,
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(2) conversely, if Rp is regular and we have
vaήkR/pDk(Rlp)

= dim(J?/p) + rank* β ^ ,

then Dk(R\ is a free Rp-module.
Proof. Take QeAssA(A/I)
such that QdP and h t I A p =
( = h t Q ) . Then q = Qjl is a minimal prime ideal of R with p D q. Since
R is reduced we have Dk(R) ®Rκ(q) ~ Dk(R/q) ®R/p/c(q). Now consider the
following commutative diagram with exact rows:

d/P) ® *Φ) -*-> D»(A) ® ^φ) —> A W ® M —+ 0
(P/P2) ® ^ κ ( P )

• A ( A )® ^ ( P )

• A(B/p) ®w φ ) — ^ 0

Then, if Dk(R\ is iί.-free, we have rankc(ί))Dfc(i?) ®Λ φ ) =
(g)ΛΛ:(q) = rank Λ/(l Dk(Rlq) = dim(i?/q) + rank^ fl*^. Thus we have rank,(})) Im(0
> rankκ(})) Im (^) = dim A + rank* β^/fc — (dim (R/q) + rank x Ωκ/k) — ht Q =
ht IA P . This means that i?> = ApjIAp
is regular by (1.12). Hence we
have proved (1).
To prove (2), note that if the equality in (2) holds, then d> is injective.
Hence δ is injective if and only if i is injective. This last condition is
equivalent to that Rp is regular by (1.12). Therefore if Rp is regular, we
have rank Dk(R) ®Rκ(p) = dim A + rank 4 2 ^ — ht IAP. On the other hand
we have rank Dk(R) ® κ(p) > rank Dk(R\ > dim A + rank Ωκ/k — ht IAP,
where the first inequality is obvious and the second follows from the exact
sequence: (IIP) ®RRP -> Dk(A) ®ARP -> DJJt\ ~> 0 and the regularity of Rp.
Hence we have rank Dk(R\ ®Rpfc(p) = rank Dk(R\ and this shows that
Dk(R\ is a free i?p-module.
The following theorem is a corollary of the proposition above.
THEOREM (1.14). Let R be a noetherian local domain containing a field
k and p e Spec (R). Assume that
(1) R has a quasi-coefficient field K containing k,
(2) JR is analytically unramified,
f
(3) for any cofinite subfield k of k, Dk,(R) exists, and
(4) rank* Dk(R) = dim R + rank* Ωκ/k.
Then, if Dk(R\ is a free Rp-module, Rp is a regular local ring.

Proof. Let q be a prime ideal of R lying over p. Then Dk(R\ =
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Dk(R)p <8> RpRq is a free jRq-module. Let K* be a coefficient field of R containing K. R is equidimensional by (1.11). So, for each qt e Ass (R), we
have rank^/£)i DJβfat) = rank β Dfc(JS) = dim JR + rank* Ωκ/k = dim (B/q<) +
rank^β**,* by (1.9). Hence Rq is regular by (1,13). Since Rq is faithfully
flat over Rp, Rp is regular.
Let fe be a field and R a noetherian fe-algebra with Dk{R).
When ch(fe) = 0, Scheja and Storch proved the following (cf. [8]):
let p be a prime ideal of R, then R9 is regular if and only if Dk(R\
is a free 12,,-module.
When ch (k) = p> 0, the following examples (1) and (2) show that the
above result must be modified as in (1.14).
(1) Put R = k[X]l(Xp).
Then R is an artinian local ring and is not
regular. On the other hand Dk(R) exists and is a free JS-module of rank
1. For the unique prime ideal mB of R, we have rank Λ / m Λ Dk(RjmB) = 0.
(2) Put A = k[[X, Y]] and suppose k Φ kp. If a e k - kp then aXp +
p
Y is an irreducible element of A. Put R = A/(aXp + Yp). Then !>*(#)
is a free i2-module of rank 2. The ring JB is a local domain of dimension
1 and is not regular.
(3) Assume moreover that [k:kp] = oo. Let A = kp[[T]][k]. Take
M e k[[T]] - A and put a = w*. Then i? = A t X ] / ^ - α) is a local domain
of dimension 1. R = ^[X]/(X — #)* is not reduced. It is easy to see that
for any cofinite subfield kf of k containing kp, Dk,{R) exists and Dk,{R) =
(Ωk/k,®kR)®RdT®RdX.
Hence we have rank* Dk,(R) = rank fc β Λ/fc , + 2.
Thus the assumption (4) of Theorem (1.14) is essential.
EXAMPLES.

§2. Formal fibres and regular loci
THEOREM (2.1). Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let A be a
noetherian k-algebra. Assume that
(1) A is a locally Nagata ring,
(2) for any cofinite subfield k' of k, Dk,(A) exists, and
(3) for any maximal ideal m of A, we have YSLΩkκim)Tκim)/k < oo.
Then A is a universally catenary G-ring.

Proof. Note that A is universally catenary if and only if for any
maximal ideal m of A and any prime ideal p contained in m, AJpAm is
universally catenary. Hence we can assume by (0.3) and (0.4) that A is a
local domain. Moreover we can assume that k is contained in a quasi-
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coefficient field of A by the
local ring A is analytically
A is universally catenary by
again localize at a maximal
maximal ideal m. Then we

conditions (2), (3) and Proposition (1.4). The
unramified by (1) (cf. [2] Theorem 70). Hence
(1.11)). To prove that A is a G-ring, we can
ideal and assume that A is a local ring with
have the following lemma.

(2.2) ([2]. (33. E)). Let R be a noetherian local ring. Then R
is a G-ring if and only if, for any finite integral R-algebra S and for any
prime ideal Q of S such that QΠ S = (0), SQ is a regular local ring.
LEMMA

Let B be a finite integral A-algebra and Q a prime ideal of B such
that Q d B = (0). Let n* be a maximal ideal of B containing Q and put
n = n* Π B. Then n is a maximal ideal of B and we have Bn* = (Bn)Λ.
Since B is a finite A-algebra, B and k satisfies (1), (2) and (3). So replacing A by Bn9 we have only to prove that when A is a local domain, ΛQ
is a regular local ring whenever Q is a prime ideal of A with Q Π A =
(0). Again we can assume that k is contained in a quasi-coefficient field
of A. Then by (1.10), there is a cofinite subfield k' of k such that
rank^Dfc,(A) = dim A + rank, (m) Ωκ{m)/lc,. Since A is reduced and Dk,(A)Q =
Dk,(A) ®A Q(A) ® Q U ) AQ is a free ^-module, AQ is a regular local ring by
(1.13), (1.9) and (1.11).
(2.3). In addition to the assumption in (2.1), assume that k
is a perfect field. Then A is an excellent ring.
THEOREM

Proof We have only to prove that A is J — 2, i.e., that for any finite
A-algebra A', Reg (A') is an open subset of Spec (A'). To prove this, it is
sufficient to show the following (cf. [2] (32. A) Lemma 1): Reg(A'/ϊ>) contains a non-empty open subset of Spec (A'/p) for each p e Spec (A') Since
A'lp satisfies the same condition as A, the problem is reduced to showing
that when A is an integral domain Reg (A) contains a non-empty open
subset of Spec (A). First we prove that the following equality holds for
each maximal ideal m of A: (*) rankD fc (A m ) = dimAm + rankΩ κ(m)/k . In
fact Am is analytically unramified because it is a Nagata ring. Furthermore since k is perfect, Am has a quasi-coefficient field containing k by
(1.1), (1), and k = kp. Hence we get the equality by (1.10). Now we prove
the set U = {p e Spec (A) | Dk(A\ is a free Ap-module} is contained in
Reg (A). Let peU.
Take a maximal ideal m containing p. Then Dk(A\
Am\ = Dk(An\ is a free A^-module and (*) holds for m.
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Hence Ap = (Am\ is regular by (1.14).
Lastly we will prove Matsumura's theorem ([5] Theorem 15) in a
slightly different way. Let R be a regular ring and P a prime ideal of
height r. Matsumura defined the following condition (cf. [5]):
(WJ) There are some derivations du
, dr e Der (R) and some elements
/b
, / r e P such that άet(difj) β P.
(2.4) ([5] Theorem 14). Let A be a regular ring. Then A is
excellent if the following is satisfied:
For any n>0 and for any Pe S^ec(A[Xί9
>,Xn]) such that A[X]/P
is a finite A-algebra, (WJ) holds at P.
LEMMA

(2.5) (Matsumura). Let A be a regular ring containing a
field k of characteristic p > 0. Assume that
(1) A is a locally Nagata ring,
(2) for any cofinite subfield k' of k, Dk,(A) exists, and
(3) for any maximal ideal m of A, we have rank β(m) 7",(m)/Jfc < oo.
Then A is an excellent ring.
THEOREM

Proof. Put An = A[XU
, Xn]. Let P e Spec (An) such that B = AJP
is a finite A-algebra. We prove that (WJ) holds at P. Let n be a maximal
ideal of An containing P and put m = n Π A. Then m is a maximal ideal
of A since B is a finite A-algebra. Replacing A by Am and An by (Aw)m,
we can assume that A is a regular local ring. Let B be a p-basis of k
and let {Fa}aeI be the family of finite subsets of B. Put ka = kp(Ba) and
k'a = ko(Ba) where k0 is the prime field and Ba = B\Fa. Then (ka)aeI
(resp. (k'a)aeI) is a downward directed family of cofinite subfields of k
(resp. &(,(#)) with Π)« K = kp (resp. Π« # = (&o(£))p). Note that Dka(A)
exists for each a by (2) and that Dka(A) — Dk>a(A). Moreover Dka(B) exists
and Dka(B) = Dk>a(B). There is some ae I such that κ(m) is separable over
K by (3), and hence A has a quasi-coefficient field KA containing kfa.
Replacing k by K, we can assume that k c KA. Similarly we can assume
that k is contained in a quasi-coefficient field of Bn because [tc(n):/c(m)]
< oo and hence we have rank c ( n ) Tκ(n)/k < oo. Since rank β(n) Tκ(n)Mm) < oo
there is some β e I such that kβ is admissible for tc(n)lfc(m) by (0.8) and
(0.9). Consider the following exact sequence:

We have rank £(m) Ωκ{m)/kβ < oo and rank, (n) ΩtM/kβ < oo because Dk>(A) and
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Dkβ(Bn) exist. Thus we have by (0.7) rank, (m) Ωκ(m)/kβ - rank, (π) Ωκ(n)/kβ =
rank, (n) Ωκ(n)/κ(m) - rank, (n) Tκin)/κ(m)/kβ = 0. On the other hand, since Bn is
a Nagata ring and hence analytically unramified, there is some γ e I such
that rank 5 n Dkr(Bn) = dim Bn + rank^) Ωκ(n)/kr by (1.10). We can assume
that k = kβ = kr Put D = (Dk(A) ®A B) φ (Θ? =1 BdX%). There are natural
β-homomorphism P/P2 -> ΩAn/k ®An B = (ΩA/k ®A B) Θ (φ? β l BdXt) and ΩA/k
-+Dk(A). Hence we get a jB-homomorphism δ:P/P2 -^D. We have also
a J5-homomorphism u:D->Dk{B)
defined by the natural map
Dk(A)®AB
~^Dk(B) and dXt^dxt
(xt = XiinodP).
Thus we get the following sequence of JB-homomorphism:
(*)

PIP*JUD-^-+

Dk(B)

>0 .

Now we prove that (*) is exact. Let M be an arbitrary finite B-module.
Then M is a finite A-module. Hence Horn* (D, M) - Horn* (Dk(A) ®AB,M)®
Horn* (Θ? βl BdXu M) - Derfc (A, M) 0 Hom^n (φ? β l A^dX,, M) - Derfc (Aw, M).
Thus the following sequence is exact:
0

> Horn* (Dk(B)9 M)

> Horn* (D, M)

> Horn* (P/P29 M) .

Therefore (*) is exact. Tensoring (*) with tc(P) = Q(B), we have the following exact sequence:
PIP2 ®B fc(P) - ^ > (Dk(A) ®A fc(P)) Θ (<B κ(P)dXt)

> Dk(B) ®B κ(P)

>0 .

Since A is a complete regular local ring, Dk(A) = Dk(A) ®AA is a free Amodule of rank (dim A + rank Ωκ(m)/k) by (1.2). Hence Dk(A) is A-free by
[2] (4. E) and we have ranklm(J) = rankAXA) + n — rank Dk(B) = dim A
+ rank Ωκ{m)/k + n — (rank Ωκ(n)/k + dimJ3n) = h t P . This means that (WJ)
hold at P.
COROLLARY

(2.6) (cf. [5] and [9]).

Let k be a field. Then the ring

Remark. Let ϋ b e a field and A a noetherian β-algebra with Dk(A).
When the characteristic of k is zero, then A is excellent (cf. [8]). When
the characteristic of k is p > 0, A is not necessary excellent. For instance, the ring A = /^[[T]P] is not excellent if [k:kp] = oo (cf. [2] (34.
B)), while Dk(A) exists and is a free A-module of rank 1. (cf. also § 1,
Example (3).)
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